WELCOME

Each day at the JCCSF I have the pleasure of personally watching children express their imaginations in the garden, seeing the excitement of afterschool kids putting the final touches on their art, observing old friends connecting in our atrium over a cup of coffee, and delighting in the generations coming together to celebrate and tap into our Jewish culture and traditions. Every day we strive to be a community that is kinder, more thoughtful, more engaged with the people around us, and more empathetic to each other. We’re cultivating connections for a more vibrant community.

THROUGH DISCOVERY: Enriching the potential of every individual by nurturing curiosity and knowledge.

THROUGH WELL-BEING: Improving the health and well-being of our participants, our friends and our neighbors.

THROUGH PURPOSE: Supporting our communities by welcoming everyone and working together for a better world.

In these modern times, where choices, information and opportunities abound, thank you for spending your time and resources nurturing this community. It’s ever more valuable that Jewish culture and tradition support people in building a better world. Thank you for your support.

With gratitude,

Marci Glazer
MISSION & VALUES

We believe Jewish culture and traditions provide a pathway for joyful, meaningful living. In a changing world, the JCCSF brings people together to explore, connect and flourish.

SHEVA MIDDOT
OUR SEVEN CORE VALUES

RE-UT
Friendship

RUAH
Spirit

TIKKUN HA-OLAM
Repair of the World

TZEDEK
Justice

HAHNASAT ORHIM
Welcoming Strangers

TORAH
Torah

K’LAL YISRAEL
Jewish Inclusiveness
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OUR COMMUNITY

LAST YEAR, THE JCCSF SERVED OVER 100,000 PEOPLE

Each and every one of these people is essential to our community: the parents watching as their children grow into young adults and make lasting friendships in preschool and summer camp; the life-long learners taking initiative to educate and express themselves at any age; people of all backgrounds discovering the power of social good. This last year, our community came together in countless ways, and we’re proud to share a few highlights with you here.

13,000
Fitness members moved toward reaching their wellness goals annually

7,054
People attended complimentary educational events supporting Lifelong Learning

1,546
Teens built friendships at Friday night socials

20%
Preschool families benefited from financial assistance

5,672
Sculptures created in the Ceramics Studio

1,300
Summer campers shared their experience with friends & family

1,250
Children learned to swim each week

118,000
Families attended Shabbat Experiences
OUR COMMUNITY

6,300 PEOPLE IMPACTED

We emphasize doing Jewish over being Jewish by cultivating community, hosting gatherings and engaging in San Francisco civic life. This past year we hosted events to celebrate Passover, Purim and Hanukkah as well as marched in the San Francisco Pride Parade.

“Congratulations on an incredible event last night!... Yotam [Ottolenghi] and Samin [Nosrat] - who is the human embodiment of joy! - were a perfect pairing! And your introductory remarks moved me to tears and set the prefect tone for the evening. In these dark times, the whole evening was a much needed salve for the soul. The point was made repeatedly last night that food is a bridge to conversation and community, which makes the programming you’re organizing at the JCCSF so important.”

- Arts + Ideas Patron

With Arts & Ideas On Demand, we continued to offer live streams and video recordings of our programs - featuring big names with big ideas - expanding our audience by hundreds of thousands.

91,709 VIEWS & COUNTING

The most watched? Robert Sapolsky, Behave: The Biology of Humans at Our Best and Worst. Five times more viewers compared to prior year!
GROWING STRONG

The JCCSF is always working to grow and innovate. Here are a few of the new programs that we’ve continued to build this past year.

**YOUTH INCLUSION INITIATIVE**

We welcome children with special needs into our camp programs, opening the door to their further enrichment and providing unexpected growing opportunities for their peers.

**TEEN ARTS IMMERSION PROGRAM**

We’re creating interactive theatrical and artistic experiences that inspire and engage teen audiences that are rooted in Jewish Values. Teens engaged in the difficult topic of mental health and media literacy through Dear Evan Hansen, a theatrical program from About Face, and an exclusive Q&A with the cast.

**JCCSF POP-UPS**

The ever-changing variety of programs go beyond our walls to celebrate with shared meals, art workshops, live music and provocative explorations, all while doing Jewish culture at iconic San Francisco locales.

“I just wanted you to know that I appreciated you taking the time to connect with my little ones and me tonight at Hanukkah celebration. My whole Jewish side of my family is out of state, and although I have wanted to share my Jewish cultural upbringing with my kids - I have not done as much as I wish, due largely to not being a part of a Jewish community here. Anyhow, I just wanted to let you know how inviting you were, and calm despite my children’s slightly sugar crazed energy. Thanks again.”

- Participant
LIFETIME LEADERSHIP

We gratefully acknowledge the extraordinary generosity of the following donors, whose cumulative gifts to all JCCSF campaigns total $1,000,000 or higher, from 1995 through the present.

Anonymous
Barbara and Gerson z”l Bakar
California Department of Parks and Recreation
Naomi and Jeffrey Caspe
Helen Diller Family Foundation
Carol and Howard Fine
Doris and Donald z”l Fisher
Phyllis Friedman
The Friend Family
Linda and Sanford Gallanter
Frances and Theodore Geballe
The David B. Gold Foundation
Lisa and Douglas Goldman Fund
Richard and Rhoda Goldman Fund
The Horace W. Goldsmith Foundation
Deborah and Steven Goodman
Nancy and Stephen Grand
Mimi and Peter Haas Fund
Walter and Elise Haas Fund
The Hellman Family Foundation
Jewish Community Federation and Endowment Fund
Newhouse Fund of the Jewish Community Federation and Endowment Fund
Maurice Kanbar
Koret Foundation
Maribelle and Stephen Leavitt
Terry Levin and John Phillips Levin
The Mondry-Cohen Family
Barbro and Bernard Osher/The Bernard Osher Jewish Philanthropies Foundation
Emily Scott
David Pottruck
Lisa and John Pritzker Family Fund
Varda and Irving z”l Rabin
Louise and Claude Rosenberg, Jr. Family Foundation
San Francisco Department of Children, Youth & Their Families
Janet and Albert Schultz z”l
Barbara B. Shupin z”l
Roselyne C. Swig
Dianne and Tad Taube/Taube Foundation for Jewish Life and Culture
Ingrid Tauber and Frank Taforo/Laszlo N. Tauber Family Foundation
The Harry and Jeanette Weinberg Foundation

SUPPORTERS

We gratefully acknowledge the inspiring generosity of those whose gifts ensure that the JCCSF continues to serve the community with the finest programs possible. Together we are creating a vibrant, warm and inclusive community.

VISIONARIES
$250,000+
Jewish Community Federation and Endowment Fund
Horace W. Goldsmith Foundation
Koret Foundation
Taube Foundation for Jewish Life & Culture

HEROES
$100,000 – $249,999
The Brin Wojcicki Foundation
The Friend Family Foundation
Lisa & Douglas Goldman Fund
Walter and Elise Haas Fund
Harriet Heyman and Michael Moritz/CrankStart Foundation
Jennifer Hymes Battat
Maurice Kanbar
Lisa and John Pritzker Family Fund
Ingrid Tauber and Frank Taforo/Laszlo N.Tauber Family Foundation

CHAMPIONS
$50,000 – $99,999
Anonymous
Barbara Bass Bakar
Shirley and Curtis Chambers
Jean-Pierre Conte
Linda and Sanford Gallanter/Sanford & Linda Gallanter Foundation
Anne and Nick Germanacos
Marci Glazer
John and Marcia Goldman/John & Marcia Goldman Foundation
Grants for the Arts
SUPPORTERS

Newhouse Fund of the Jewish Community Federation and Endowment Fund
Susan Lowenberg and Joyce Newstat
The Morris B. Stulsaft Foundation
Jackie and Dan Safier
San Francisco Department of Children, Youth & Their Families

GOLD CHAI
$25,000 - $49,999
Genesis Prize Foundation
Nahum Guzik/The Guzik Foundation
Jewish Funders Network
Mimi and Peter Haas Fund
Maribelle and Stephen Leavitt
Terry Levin and John Phillips
Levin/The Jay & Rose Phillips Family Foundation
Eleanor Myers
Sports Basement

SILVER CHAI
$10,000 - $24,999
Anonymous
Alexandria and Josh Aranoff
Katherine Blum and Tom Kennedy
Warren S. Browner and Mollie Brown
Charles Schwab & Co., Inc.
Coblentz Patch Duffy & Bass LLP
Carla and David Crane
Jeanne Dinkelspiel
Randi Dodick Fields and Bob Fields
Roy and Betsy Eisenhardt
Kathy Fields-Rayant and Garry Rayant
Doris Fisher
Cheryl Frank and Michael Linn
Phyllis Friedman
Jackie Frey and Benjamin Friend
Gaia Fund
Frances and Theodore Geballe
Ira and Leonore Gershwin
Trusts Philanthropic Fund and the Strunsky Family
Mariela and Richard Gerstein
Gould Evans
Holly Hagens and Todd Sisitsky
Bethany and Jim Hornthal
Jodi Sherman Jahic and Sejo Jahic
Gabby and Joshua Joseph
Barbara and Ron Kaufman
The Robert P. and Arlene R. Kogod Family Foundation
Laurence Mathews and Brian Saliman
Gale Mondry and Bruce Cohen
Jennifer Moses and Ron Beller/Moses Family Foundation
Laurie and Joshua Olshansky/The Elm Street Foundation
Barbara and John Osterweis
Pacific Gas and Electric Company
Marsha Rosenbaum
Randi and Max Saffian
Betty and Jack Schafer
Phil Schlein
Lydia Shorenstein
Laura and Joe Sweeney
Sara and Donald Sweet
Wells Fargo Bank
Wells Fargo Foundation
Samanta and Scott Zinober

BRONZE CHAI
$5,000 - $9,999
Anonymous (2)
Apple Inc.
Pam and Larry Baer
Alvin H. Baum, Jr.
David and Ann Becker/Newton and Rochelle Becker Charitable Trust
Tanya and Mark Bernstein
Mattye Bresnhen and Damon O’Connor
California Pacific Medical Center
Phyllis and David Cook
Jessica and Michael Eisler
Dana and Robert Emery
Suzanne and Elliott Felson
Carol and Howard Fine
Ellen and Barry Finestone
First Republic Bank
Randi and Bob Fisher
Alison Gelb Pincus
Horizons Foundation
Ambassador William Isenberg and Mrs. Ruth Isenberg
JP Morgan Chase & Co.
Cathy and Jim Koshland
Sasha and Irina Kovriga
Lindsay Lasalle and Steven Golubchik
Julie and David Levine
Littler Mendelson, PC
Amy and Andrew McKnight
Francine and David Meckler
Marla Miller and David Kremer
Tara and Douglas Rappaport/Law Offices of Douglas L. Rappaport
Henry W. and Nettie Robinson Foundation
Leona Rose
Barbara and Richard Rosenberg
Susan and Alan Rothenberg
Toby and Robert Rubin
Camille Samuels
The Seligman Family Foundation/Sterling Bank & Trust
Jane and John Siegel
Estate of Edward Silverberg
Steven Spitz
Lara and Paul Sunshine
Roselyne C. Swig
Hope Van Sciver and Dave Pakula
SUPPORTERS

Wells Fargo Matching Gifts Program
Robert Wise and Thinh Tran
Woodruff-Sawyer & Co.

DOUBLE CHAI
$3,600 – $4,999
EXOS
Google, Inc Matching Gift Program
Emil Knopf
Janelle and Kirk Loevner
Sara Seims and Paul Clermont
Joelle Steefel
The Swig Foundation
Anne Thorson and Peter Ross

CHAI SOCIETY
$1,800 – $3,599
Steven Greenwald and Rochelle Alpert
Lynn Altshuler and Stanley Herzstein
Anonymous (3)
The Bigglesworth Fund at Fidelity Charitable
Alison Block and Timothy Poore
Lesley Bunim and Michael Jensen
Susan Byrd and Mark Lampert
Amy Campbell and Caryl Shaw
Christine and Kevin Chessen
Melissa Chirivas and Gabriel Santos
Jeff and Kate Colin
Cornerstone Retire
Susan Daniels
Sue Diamond and Marty Schenker
Patricia Dinner
Cantor Martin Feldman and Mrs. Nancy Feldman
Richard Feldman
Louise Frankel
Thomas Frankel
Mona Geller
Yvonne and Gary Goddard
Meredith Goldsmith
Amy Goodman and Jesse Purewal
Kelly Greenwood and Jules Maltz
Elayne and Elliott Grossbard
Marsha and Ralph Guggenheim
Hanson Bridgett LLP
The William and Flora Hewlett Foundation
Kate and James Hong
Jennifer and Sean Jeffries
Tracy Kirkham and Josef Cooper
Natalie Kitchen and Tagan Blake
Hilary Krant and Jack Bernstein
Janet and John Kunze
Rebecca and Ethan Kurzweil
Joycelyn Lee and Michael Lew
Rosanne and Al Levitt
Joyce B. Linker
Marie and Barry Lipman
Lauren Miller and Nathan Stoll
Susan Moldaw
Yael and Jason Moss
Hanh Nguyen and Dao Chung
Erica and Dana Rabb
Recology Inc.
Aliisa Rosenthal and Samuel Hodges
Sophie and Dane Ross
Ariel and Michal Sakin
San Francisco Humanities, Inc.
Rachel Seftel and Henry Robinson
Christina Simonelli and Richard Thalheimer
Chloe and Justin Siou
Gayle and Eric Starr
Ali and Andrew Stein
Jeremy Stone
Yan Stratiezsky
LJ Strunsky and James Steinle
Phyllis Sutton
Desmond Tan
Edward Tapper
Claire Tomkins and Marc Porat
Rachel and Ned Topham
Union Bank Foundation
Caroline Urrutia and Andrew Snider
Sylvia and Brent Vallat
Alexander Vernitsky
Rory and Jamie Weinstein
Lynn and Peter Wendell
Melissa and Josh White
Xantron, Inc
Mary and Harold Zlot

AMBASSADORS
$1,000 – $1,799
Amrita Ahuja and Douglas Marshall
Dawn and Harold Funkhouser
Mary Ann Aronson
Pamela and John Ball
Kim and Richard Beleson
Andrea and Jonathan Blavin
Elizabeth Brogna and Michel Kapulica
Janet and Micah Broude
Jessica and Josh Callahan
Liza and Joseph Cannata
Debra and Barry Cohn
Abby Cutler and Donald Cohen Cutler
Jessica and John Davis
Natalia Dmitrieva and Renaud Laplanche
Sharon and Stephen Edelman
Judi Elman and Gordon Harris
Laura and John Fisher
Julie and Greg Flynn
Folger Levin LLP
Annemarie and Patrick Fortier
Christine Glastonbury and Michael Feldman
SUPPORTERS

Shelley Gottlieb
Kathie and David Green
Judy and Gary Grossman
Karen Hagewood
Neal Johnson
Susan Karp
Rebecca and Todd Klarin
Allison and Jeffrey Klein
Nellie and Max Levchin
Yanina Markova
Harper Matheson and Robert Schiff
Microsoft Matching Gifts Program
Marilyn Mullem and David Melnick
Kathryn and Chris Mullens
Jamie and Mark Myers
National Inclusion Project
Rowena Nery and Mark Detweiler
Paycom
Jennifer and Joshua Peck
Lorin and Jamie Platto
Arthur Rock and Toni Rembe Rock
Alex Roitman
Sally and Toby Rosenblatt
Safeway Foundation
Charlene and Bart Schachter
Kathy and Jon Schaumberg
Emily and Brett Sheridan
Trisha and Adam Siegel
Silver Giving Foundation
Terra and Erich Sollman
Cathy Storfer and Scott Lucas
Matthew Sullivan
Target Foundation
Abby and Ross Tennenbaum
Theta Delta Xi Gamma Chapter
Rhoda and Sheldon Wolfe
Frank Woo
Anita and Ronald Wornick

ADVOCATES

$500 – $999

Sonya Abrams and Michael Johnson
Adobe Inc. Corporate Giving Program
Anonymous (4)
Afra Apsharipour and Diego Valderrama
Armanino Foundation
Nettie and Curtis Atkisson
Janyce Batlin
Richard Baum
Susanne Baum
Joslyn Baxter
Riva and David Berelson
Rosalie and Brian Berg
Tiffany and Carl Bindoo
Kathy and Paul Bissinger
Bright Funds Foundation
Lily and Steven Brotherton
Cahill Contractors, Inc.
Judy and Henry Chan
Charles Schwab & Co., Inc Employee Matching Gift Program
Goolshan Chinoy
The Cuggino Family
Gia Daniller-Katz and Steven Katz
Tracy Easton and Aengus Carr
Wendy Yu Einhorn and Grant Einhorn
Mary and Brian Fox
Stephanie and Toby Gabriner
Mimi Gauss
Cynthia and Harvey Goodman
Amy Grossman
Jia Han and Cary Carpenter
Betsy and Joel Hausman
Judy Heyboer and Brian Shally
Linda and Jerome Hosken
Emily Hurstak and Ryan Floyd
Seyoung Ju and Sherman Li
Amanda and Ian Kalin
Susan L. Kaplan
Emily Katzif and Jared Fix
Bob Kearn
Ulrike and Daniel Kellmereit
Zindzi Kleinschmidt and Jeremy Sugerman
Nina Konno and Harlan Watkins
Jacquelyn and Todd Krieger
Ashley and Gabriel Langton
Levi Strauss Foundation
Susan and Jay Mall
Barbara Meislin/The Purple Lady/Barbara J. Meislin Fund of the JCF
Debbie Lewis and Chad Mills
Jessica and Jason Moment
Leila and Jared Narvid
William Olds z”l
Laura and David Oswell
Andrea Palash
Melissa Paoloni and Jeff Bowers
Philanthropic Ventures Foundation
Laurie Poston and Brian Ferrall
Sandra Prusiner
Nidhi Rajput and Suken Shah
Karen and George Rathman
Reimagine End of Life
Wendye Robbins and Craig McGahey
Jung and Zachary Robin
Aleksandr Rudyak
Theresa Sedell
Biana Shikhman and Alex Tokar
Sara and Kevin Singerman
Marian and Abraham Sofaer
Vera and Harold Stein
TPG Global, LLC Matching Gift Program
Ashi Waliany and Umi Mehta
Sabine and Will Wallis
Emily and Matthew Walsh
Justine and Stephen Williams
Miriam and Shawn Wrobel
Amanda and Matt Wulfstat
SUPPORTERS

SUPPORTERS
$360 – $499
Greta Alexander
Anonymous (3)
Arlene and Daniel Berkley
Lenore and Charles Bleadon
Michelle Brown and Larry Morales
Bruce Burnam
Linda and Ed Calhoun
Anne Cohen
Brett Cooper
Jessica and Robert Costanzo
Thatcher Davis
Shirin Djavaheri and Aaron Forkash
Kim and Russell Dreisenstock
Brooke and Chuck Elliott
Sonia and Ludovic Galibert
Debra Gallanter
Michelle Gannon
Julie Goldman and Robert Rosner
Donna and Steven Gothelf
Lee Hacohen
Dorothy Harkavy
Jan and Peter Harris
Eric Hassall
Blair Heath and Gary Gerttula
Barbara Hetland
Tiffany and William Hill
Ellen Hsu and Shawn Laureyns
Judy and Robert Huret
Lynn Jacobs and Stanley Adler
Kaiser Permanente
Chelsea and Mark Kantor
Terry Karl
Karen Katz
Jennifer and Peter Keith
Peggy Kivel
Laura and Robert Klapper
Kimberly Knowles and John Cowan
Marlene and Fred Levinson
Elisabeth Levy
Pema Lin
Bia Lowe
Gwen and Patrick Mahoney
Alexa and Bernard Murphy
Veronika and Brendan Nemeth
Susan O’Brien
Hachenburg-Olson Family Foundation
Cynthia Ostroff
Gregory Perelman
Susan and Sukhjit Purewal
Aleksandr Rayz
Susan and Robert Rushakoff
Jordan Sachs and Jeannie Sack
Leo and Juliana Salgado
Gitta Salomon and Ovid Jacob
Sara and William Sandifer
Albert Schaffer
Karen Schanche
Lee Schuster
Barbara Shragge
Jodie Silberman
Nancy Sun
Sari Swig
Anastasiya Tashayeva and Alex Gurevich
Maida Taylor and Edward Kelly
Irina Torrey
Marilyn and Murry Waldman
Sarah and Dan Wallis
Kaye Woods
Olga and Julian Zegelman
Joan Zentner

FRIENDS
$180 – $359
Johanna Abbinante and Seth Cohen
Allyson and JD Ahearn
Lisa Ali
Rebecca and Justin Amirault
Nayana Anne and Srikrishna Devabhaktuni
Anonymous (8)
Lillian and Adam Archer
Sonja and Konrad Augustin
Robert Baron
Ann and Ray Bassi
Lauren and Nate Belden
Boris Berdichevsky
Jessica Berg
Samantha Berg and Seth Matarese
Amy Berk
BlackRock Matching Gift Program
Elliot Block
Andrew Blumenfeld
Kathleen Bomze
Beatrice Bowles
Sandra Bragar and Jerome Rossen
Jessica Branson Oreskovic and Alexei Oreskovic
Inna and Ruvim Braude
Robert and Harold Brooks
Martha and Kevin Buckley
Machelle Burkstrand
Liat and Micah Bycel
Erin and Patrick Calihan
Victoria Callor
Paul Castleman
Mitzi Chang and Christopher Infante
Reverend Calvin Chinn and Mrs. Sharon Wells
Tami Cho and Adam Heller
Lucia Ciccio
Kathryn Clubb
Marla and Michael Cohen
Dorothy Connelly and Richard Segal
Shirley and Stephen Cookston
Wendy and William Darrow
Susanna Elise Spong-Fernandez and John Spong
Susan Davenport and Michael Grosse
Claire and James Davis
Sarah Delaney and Zach Newby
SUPPORTERS

Jan DeMayo and Roger Wittlin
Tina DeSalvo and Paul Caswell
Mary Devries
Jessica Dodge
Dodge & Cox Gift
Matching Program
Ruth Donig-White and
Robert White
Reuben J. Donig
Christina and Damon Edwards
Winn Ellis and David Mahoney
Naama and Jonathan Ellman
Chelsea and Matt Faracas
Susan and Leland Faust
Amalia and Robert Freedman
Cynthia Freeman Foundation
Laurel and Keith Funkhouser
Alaine Gallanosa
Sadie Garfinkel Endowment
Fund of the Jewish Community Federation and Endowment Fund
David Gast
Nadia George and
Andy Schwartz
Alexander Germanacos
Sally and Todd Gerstein
Michele Glicken
Melanie Gnazzo and
Stuart Lipton
Barbara and Gordon Goodman
Miriam Gordon and
Bruce Medoff
Roberta Gordon
Mary Jo Gorney-Moreno
Nina Grayson
Jan and Phil Greenberg
Audra and Drew Greenspan
Allison and Michael Grieb
Emily Hancock and
Jonathan Rose
Robert Hancock
Jozef Hatala
Laura and Charles Haspe
Mandy and David Hoffman
Sara Holtz
Adrienne Horn
Jane and Herman Howerton
Jennifer Huber and Josh Cohen
Ruth Meller Hurshman
Sharmila and Kevin Hutchins
Andrea Jacoby and
Robert Brody
Clara Jacek
Alexis Kalikman
Samantha and Jeremy Kamras
Svetlana Kartasheva and
Patrick Hoey
Dov Kaufman
KehillahSF
Christine and Michael Kennedy
Aslam Khan
Christina and Jay Kim
Ellen Klutznick
Matthias Kowalsky
Terry Kraus
Arlene and Stephan Krieger
Terri Kwiatek
Ashby Lankford
Molly and Jeremy Lateiner
Maria Lee
Stephanie Leong
Mina Levi and Rodney Altman
Gary Levin
Marie and Kenneth Libeson
Norman Licht
Deborah Lim
Lawrence S. Lipkind
Jacqueline Little
Patricia Lurie
Marjory Luxenberg
Syvia Magid and
Andrew Cohen
Siesel and Howard Maibach
Gabriella and
Michael Makstman
Naomi and Bruce Mann
The Honorable Frank Markus
Kathy and Austin Markus
Renee Marx
Julie and Alain Mayer

Steven Mazer
Kelli McMaster
Cory McSweeney
Leslie and Michael Meier
Marc Melvin
Eleanor and Howard Miller
Katie Mizrahi and Raj Abbasi
Christine Mohan
Patricia Moncada and
Eric Cohen
Kelly Morehead
Steven Nahmias
Kimberly Nash Patchen and
David Patchen
Andrea Natale and
Salwa Beheiry
Eliza Nemser and Matt Quann
Netflix Matching Gift Program
Peter Neubauer
Dalia Nevo
Jane Nicholson
Danielle Nolan and
Jeanne Bear
Anna Nordberg Thompson
Lizi Oceransky
Lucy O’Dwyer
Annette O’Gorman
Susan and Mark Oscherwitz
Linda Parker
Barbara Paschke and
David Volpendesta
Elizabeth Pierce and Daniel Lengerich
Lory Pilchik
Ann Poletti
Karen and Oliver Pollak
Michele Praeger
Daniela Rabbie and Jeffry Krieger
Tera Benoit and Todd Rahn
Marcy Reed
Kathrine and James Riseman
Susan Romer and Don Ungar
Jessica Romm
Beth Rosenthal
SUPPORTERS

Lois and Arthur Roth
Kate and Anthony Rozenvasser
Linda Rubinstein and Elliott Sherr
Barbara Sachs
Anna and Scott Saltzman
Diane Sampson
Peg Sandel
Julia Schaefer
Stephen Scheier
Adrienne and Norm Schlossberg
Margot and Ari Schmorak
Linda Schneidman
Arthur Schwartz
Pam and Russ Seligman
Rita Semel
Jennifer Sey and Daniel Kotzin
Lisa and Stephen Shapiro
Joanna and Peter Sheridan
Anat Shiwak and Yuval Harry
Judith Shulman
Judy Silverman
Howard Simons
Justine and David Simpson
Carl Siva
Joan Skinner
Suzanne Soffer
Liliana Soroeanu
Jane and Richard Springwater/
The Klion Springwater Coven Family Foundation, Inc.
Judith Stein
Meghan and Josh Steinharter
Tracy and Aaron Stone
Jacquie and Lowell Strauss
Dana and Jonathan Summers
Miye Takagi
Chelsea Tanaka and Adrian Ludwig
Peter Thompson
Tony Thompson
Elizabeth and Dmitri Tioupine
Christine Torrington
True Venture Management LLC

Anne Tseng and Chuck Lai
Abigail Turin and Jonathan Gans
UpStart
Sarah and Kevin Van Culin
Annemieke Van Zante and Thomas Wallin
Peter van Zante
Whitney and Nick Vanderboom
Maya Voskoboynikov and Oliver Hurst-Hiller
Yuri Weinstein
Theresa and Glenn Wertheim
Julie and Collin Williams
Lara Witter and Curt Sigfstead
Samantha Wolov
Kenny Yun
Lin and Huaqing Zheng
Jane and Stacey Zones
Jordan Zucker

IN-KIND DONORS

A. Maciel Printing
Cultivar Wine
Linda and Sandy Gallanter
Goodlight Natural Candles
Lagunitas
Laurel Inn - Joie de Vivre Hospitality
Maison de Monaco
Pacific Gas and Electric
Taste Catering and Event Planning
OLIVE TREE SOCIETY

The Olive Tree Society honors those individuals who have created a lasting legacy by including the JCCSF in their estate plans or through the creation of a named endowment fund. Their gift ensures that the JCCSF continues to be a vibrant center for Jewish values and community life for generations to come.

Anonymous** (4)  
Myrna & Stuart Aronoff  
Susan Beer  
Natasha & Nathaniel Bergson-Michelson  
Harry Blumenthal**  
Dolores & Jerome Braun  
Sylvia Cherin**  
Ilse Elias**  
Ellen & Barry Finestone  
Gaia Fund  
Linda & Sanford Gallanter  
Goldie Garelick**  
Sadye Garfinkel Endowment Fund of the JCF  
JoAnn & Paul Gillis  
Deborah & Steven Goodman  
The David B. Gold Foundation  
Olga Perkovic & David Goodstein  
Shelley W. Gottlieb  
The Hearst Foundation  
Greta A. Hofman  
Ruth Meller Hurshman  
Maurice Kanbar  
Charlotte Knaebel**  
Miriam Koschmieder**  
Lillian Lewin**  
Sharon Litsky & John Sampson  
Betty Mann**  
Deborah Mann  
Pamela Mann  
Corine Massey**  
Bruce Cohen & Gale Mondry  
Eleanor & Larry** Myers  
Peter James Neubauer  
John Pritzker  
Lisa Stone Pritzker  
Virginia Greer Quigley**  
Caryl Ritter  
Marsha Rosenbaum & John Irwin**  
Louise** & Claude** Rosenberg  
Gerald Rosenstein**  
Jordan Sachs  
George Sarlo  
Hilda Schneider  
Janet** & Albert** Schultz  
Allison Huegel & James Sergi  
Barbara B. Shupin**  
Phyllis Spandorf**  
Joelle Steefel  
Roselyne C. Swig  
Tad Taube  
Maurice Urman**  
Pat E. Weidy**  
The Harry & Jeanette Weinberg Foundation  
Raphael Yalkovsky**  
Esfir & Efsei** Zalan

NAMED ENDOWMENTS

Walter O. Choy Fund  
The Gaia Fund Endowment for Jewish Programs  
The Gallanter Family Fund  
JoAnn & Paul Gillis Fund for the Diller Family Preschool  
The David B. Gold Fund for Youth & Family  
Goodstein Perkovic Family Fund  
The Hearst Early Childhood Education Scholarship Fund  
Grete A. Hofman Fund  
The Maurice Kanbar Fund for Media and Technology  

Betty M. Mann & Family Fund for Senior Services  
Betty and Maurice Mann Family Fund  
Miriam Mondry Endowment Fund  
Larry Myers Endowment Fund for Senior & Émigré Services  
The Pritzker Family Lecture Endowment Fund  
The Myrna Rosen-Klein Scholarship Fund  
The Claude & Louise Rosenberg Fund for Jewish Education  
Ori Sacks Endowment Fund  
Sarlo Family Fund for Émigré Services  
Schneider Fund for Senior Programs  
The Janet & Albert Schultz Fund for Jewish Education  
Allison Huegel & James Sergi Fund for the Rosenberg Center for Early Childhood  
Gary Shupin Youth Scholarship Fund  
The Harry and Jeanette Weinberg Foundation Endowment Fund

**May their memory be a blessing
This condensed financial information has been derived from the Jewish Community Center of San Francisco’s financial statements for the year ending June 30, 2018. These financial statements have been audited by Armanino LLP. For a complete copy of the 2017 – 18 financial statements, please contact Robert Wise, Chief Development Officer, at rwise@jccsf.org.